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The Historical Security Council – 1993,

Expressing our desire to reestablish peace and security in Somalia,1

Reaffirming the Resolution 733, Resolution 746, Resolution 751, Resolution 767, and Resolution 775,2

Recognizing the unique character and nature of the present situation in Somalia requiring an immediate and3

effective response,4

Noting the impact that the conflict in Somalia has had on human rights and the lack of assistance from5

international alliances,6

Alarmed by reports of widespread famine exacerbated by the destruction of agricultural infrastructure in7

Somalia and surrounding states,8

Responding to the urgent need of humanitarian assistance in Somalia,9

Recognizing that the people of Somalia bear responsibility for the reconciliation and the reconstruction of10

their own country, ,11

1. Requests a reinstatement of United Nations Operation in Somalia II (UNOSOM II) with a new mission:12

(a) Protection of Somalis through a regular, continuous armed peacekeeping mission that shall last13

until peace in Somalia is restored;14

(b) UNOSOM II is to take over the command of United Task Force (UNITAF) and all formerly15

UNITAF soldiers will be placed under UNOSOM II command;16

(c) UNOSOM II is committed to distributing humanitarian aid while on this peacekeeping mission;17

(d) UNOSOM II officers will retain the authority to perform actions and duties as they deem18

necessary for the sake of maintaining peace in the region;19

(i) UNOSOM II will also focus on protecting and supporting supply chains, including vehicles,20

supplies, and the region to ensure that UNOSOM II and other Non-Governmental Organizations21

(NGOs) approved by the United Nations stay sufficiently supplied to carry out their peacekeeping22

missions;23

2. Requests further intervention in the area to provide humanitarian assistance to protect human rights:24

(a) Calls upon key allies at the United Nations for greater contributions in the peace keeping efforts25

in Somalia;26

(b) Current member states who have troops within Somalia pledge to not withdraw any additional27

troops if UNOSOM II is re-authorized;28

(c) Troop percentages should be so that no state has the majority, defined as 50% or more of forces,29

armed or unarmed;30

(d) Expanding the use of United Nations Peacekeeping to integrate with current civilian police to31

support the growth of equitable civilian police and the protection of the transportation and provision of humanitarian32

aid;33

3. Calls upon Member States to pay particular attention to the developing agricultural and food crisis in34

their focus on humanitarian aid:35
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(a) Emphasizes the protection of ports, airports, and other essential infrastructure which are vital36

to the providing humanitarian assistance and relief;37

(i) UNOSOM II will establish protective forces for humanitarian infrastructure and important ports38

of entry;39

(b) Encourages Member States to commit and appropriate humanitarian funding based on, and in40

accordance with, the humanitarian appeals brought forward by the United Nations;41

(c) Urges Member States to identify ways of working to address the increasing capacity and resource42

gap in humanitarian aid, in order to effectively meet the needs of the people of Somalia;43

4. Reminds the United Nations of its responsibility to promote peace and order:44

(a) Demands UNOSOM II to be reauthorized in order to maintain a secure environment for human-45

itarian operations;46

(i) Allows for armament of UNOSOM II, although not required;47

(b) Calls upon the United Nations to lead efforts to build a centralized government in Somalia;48

(c) Expects the United Nations to spread ideas of stable governance, shared prosperity, and trans-49

parency throughout Somalia;50

(d) Recommends the United Nations establish an observer organization in Somalia to ensure a51

transition to a fair and free government;52

(i) Suggests the observer organization lasts for one year, unless the Security Council determines that53

it needs to be renewed;54

(ii) If renewal is deemed necessary, the Security Council will determine how much longer the observer55

organization will last for;56

5. Appeals to all parties to stay actively involved until a peaceful resolution is reached to protect humanitarian57

rights;58

6. Reemphasizes Resolution 794 and the importance of using all measures necessary to ensure the safety of59

United Nations personnel engaged in the delivery of humanitarian assistance.60

Passed, Yes: 15 / No: 0 / Abstain: 0
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